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About the OGPI

- Created in 2002
- Linked to the Vice-Rectorate of Innovation and Research
- Currently has 30 staff members, in 4 different areas:
  - Financial and administrative
  - IT
  - Project management
  - Legal
Philosophy

- Focus on the technical expertise: Participation in projects is directly linked to the specialty of the project management team. It guarantees an appropriate management of both technical and administrative aspects.

- Broad multicultural vision: International team, coming from 11 different countries. Staff is culturally linked to the regions and countries we have projects with.
Philosophy

- No civil servants = consultancy approach
- Consequences of consultancy approach:
  - Timetable
  - Salary
  - ....
Profiles / Tasks = Project Management
Projects

- 18 ongoing projects
- 5 main areas of expertise:
  - Intellectual property (IP) management
  - Innovation and entrepreneurship
  - Internationalisation of higher education
  - Quality assurance and accreditation
  - Curriculum development
Projects

• By topic
• By region
• By programme
• By budget
• By timing
Projects by topic

• Internationalisation:
  – EUCANET
  – INCA
  – TIES

• Quality and accreditation:
  – FORT
  – AFRIQ’UNITS
  – ALTAIR
  – CUBRIK

• Curriculum Development:
  – AFOLM
  – MAPB

• Intellectual Property:
  – IPEUROPAWRE
  – PILA
  – IP UNILINK
  – NANO2MARKET

• Cooperation Uni-Ind:
  – UNILINK
  – UNI4INNO
  – MEDINNOVALL

• Other:
  – SWAN
  – MOLLDINCLUDE
Projects by programme
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Projects by region

- MEDA
  - UNILINK
  - FORT
  - ALTAIR
  - MEDINNOVALL
  - TIES
- AFRICA
  - AFRIQ’UNITS
  - AFOLM
- EUROPE
  - IPEUROPWARE
  - NANO2MARKET
- LATIN AMERICA
  - INCA
  - PILA
- CARIBE
  - EUCANET
- CENTRAL ASIA
  - MAPB
  - SWAN
- BRIC
  - IP-UNILINK
- EAST EUROPE
  - MOLLDINCLUD
  - UNI4INNO
- BALKAN
  - CUBRIK
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Worldwide Coverage

74 Countries in co-operation

INCA, EUCANET, AECIDPERU, SAFIRO II, UNILINK, PROTECT, IPNET, PILA, NANO2MARKET, IP UNILINK, INNOVALL, IPeuropAware, MERCURY, AFRIQ’UNITS, ALTAIR, FORT, QATMI, DICSIM, SEIMED, CLUSTERPLAST, PLASTIVAL, KNOWLEDGE2INNOVATION, AFOLM
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